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About U o T
Link (https://www.utoronto.ca/)

Founded in 1827, the University of Toronto is a global leader in research and teaching, providing diverse and extensive areas of study organized around intimate learning communities on its three campuses – St. George, Mississauga and Scarborough.

Working with members of its constituencies and communities, U of T strives to make far-reaching and positive differences in the world – through the education of its students and through its pioneering research.

2017-18 THE World University Rankings: 22nd (overall)
2018-19 QS World University Rankings: 28th (overall)

About Faculty of Applied Science & Engineering in U o T
Link (http://www.engineering.utoronto.ca/)

U of T Engineering is a leader in multidisciplinary and collaborative research that harnesses diverse expertise to advance innovative solutions to complex problems, such as sustainable energy, health care and global poverty. Its robust international community includes 48,000 alumni, many of them leaders in industry, government, academia and other fields.

Further information about PhD programs offered at Faculty of Applied Science & Engineering in U o T:
Link (http://gradstudies.engineering.utoronto.ca/research-degrees/#program)